SITA OPTICLIMB

®

The only inflight guidance to optimize
aircraft climb-out

In the midst of the economic and environmental crisis we are facing,
airlines are dealing with high volatility of jet fuel price while trying to
reduce carbon emissions.
To support them on their journey to greener operations, SITA offers SITA OptiClimb as part of its
OptiFlight® suite.
SITA OptiClimb optimizes the efficiency of an aircraft’s climb-out phase to initial cruise level,
reducing fuel burn and CO2 emissions by up to 5%.

WHAT CAN SITA OPTICLIMB DO FOR YOU?
BRING DATA SCIENCE
IN THE COCKPIT
SITA OptiClimb combines aircraft
tail-specific machine learning
predictive performance models
with 4D weather forecasts to
recommend customized speed
changes at different altitudes.
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PROVIDE INSTANT
RETURN ON
INVESTMENT
Applying SITA OptiClimb
recommendations will bring
systematic and significant fuel
savings for each climb-out.

INTEGRATE EASILY IN
YOUR ECOSYSTEM
SITA OptiClimb is compatible
with any jet aircraft type and fully
integrate in your current IT and
cockpit ecosystem to reduce
investments and ensure a quick and
smooth adoption by pilots.

Leveraging big data, artificial intelligence and machine learning to reduce fuel
costs and support more sustainable flight operations.
Yearly savings for a fleet of

X
20

US$1M

=

Net savings

5,000 TONS
CO2 emissions reduction

“Thanks to OptiClimb, Transavia is now equipped
with the latest technology to the benefit of its
environmental policy. This system does not
require any additional equipment. It is a quick and
easy w
 ay to minimize our ecological footprint.”

“Within Aerologic, sustainable operations is a
priority for all. We are excited to innovate with
OptiClimb, a unique solution that empowers our
pilots to further contribute to more efficient and
greener operations.”

Nathalie Stubler
CEO

Joe Moser
Managing Director
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FOR AIRCRAFT

SITA AT A GLANCE
Easy and safe travel every step of the way.
	Through information and communications technology, we help to make the end-toend journey easier and safer for passengers – from pre-travel, check-in and baggage
processing, to boarding, border control and inflight connectivity.
	We work with over 400 air transport industry members and 2,500 customers in over
200 countries and territories. Almost every airline and airport in the world does
business with SITA, and nearly every passenger trip relies on SITA technology.
	Our customers include airlines, airports, ground handlers, aircraft, air navigation
service providers, and governments.
	Our solutions drive operational efficiencies at more than 1,000 airports, while delivering
the promise of the connected aircraft to customers of 18,000 aircraft globally.
	We help more than 70 governments to strike the balance between secure borders
and seamless travel.

For further information,
please contact SITA by
telephone or e-mail:
Americas
+1 770 850 4500
info.amer@ sita.aero
Asia Pacific
+65 6545 3711
info.apac @ sita.aero
Europe

	Created and owned 100% by air transport, SITA is the community’s dedicated partner
for IT and communications, uniquely able to respond to community needs and issues.

+41 22 747 6000
info.euro @ sita.aero

	We innovate and develop collaboratively with our air transport customers, industry
bodies and partners. Our portfolio and strategic direction are driven by the community,
through the SITA Board and Council, comprising air transport industry members the
world over.

Middle East & Africa
+961 1 637300
info.mea @ sita.aero

	We provide services over the world’s most extensive communications network. It’s
the vital asset that keeps the global air transport industry connected in every corner
of the globe and bridging 60% of the air transport community’s data exchange.
	With a customer service team of over 1,700 people around the world, we invest
significantly in achieving best-in-class customer service, providing 24/7 integrated
local and global support for our services.
	Our annual Air Transport and Passenger IT Insights reports for airlines, airports and
passengers are industry-renowned, as is our Baggage IT Insights report.
	We are a certified CarbonNeutral® company, reducing greenhouse gas emissions for
all our operations through our UN recognized Planet+ program. In 2022, we committed
to setting science-based emission reduction targets aligned to the Science Based
Target initiative Net-Zero Standard.
	We also develop solutions to help the aviation industry meet its carbon reduction
objectives, including reduced fuel burn and greater operational efficiencies.
			
		

For further information, please visit www.sita.aero

Follow us on www.sita.aero
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